Stack several layers of tissue paper neatly in front of you. Use anywhere from four to eight sheets of tissue paper to create your flower. The more sheets of tissue paper you include, the larger your flower will be.

Lay your stack flat and identify the shorter end of your paper. Starting at the shorter end, accordion fold (fold forward, then backwards) 1-inch sections of the tissue paper until the whole length of the tissue paper is folded together.

Find the center of your stack and secure the stack using a stapler, pipe cleaner, tape, or even a bread tie.

Use scissors to shape both ends of the tissue paper. Cut a semi-circle shape for rounded petals and cut a triangle shape for pointed petals.

Fan out the folds and begin separating each layer to create a full flower.

Optional: tie a string or yarn to the center of your flower (where you secured it) and hang anywhere you’d like!